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Germany has issued fresh warnings on the airspace of Egypt, South Sudan, and North Korea, in three
separate Notams issued in the last week. Germany is one of four states that provides Aircraft Operators
with conflict zone and risk advice. We have updated the SafeAirspace.net country information pages with
the specifics.

The current Flight Service Bureau summary of each country follows:

Egypt Since the Arab Spring, Egypt’s stability and security situation as a state has declined. In October
2015 a Russian A321 was brought down over the Sinai peninsula by a bomb loaded at HESH/Sharm El
Sheikh. In the aftermath, it was initially feared that a missile had caused the crash. Multiple warnings still
in place from that fear. 19 May 2016 EgyptAir Flight MS804 from Paris to Cairo disappeared over the
Mediterranean, cause unknown. GPS jamming reported at HECA/Cairo several times in 2016. High threat
from terrorism in Egypt. Further attacks are likely. Not recommended as a tech stop. [Read full country
information]

South Sudan Conflict Zone. South Sudanese Civil War since 2013. The security situation in Juba has been
relatively calm since the July 2016 crisis. Daily reports of fighting throughout the rest of the country. The
security situation is especially unstable in the Equatorias in the south. MANPADS risk to overflights. In
addition, the South Sudanese army has declared intention to shoot down Aircraft without permits. Most
Authority guidance recommends min FL260. We think FL300 is a better minimum for overflights. [Read full
country information]

North Korea The level of tension on the Korean peninsula can change with little notice. Multiple missile
launches in 2016, increasingly without prior notice to ICAO. The range of these has increased – previously
safe airways B467 and G711 are now at risk. Over 1000 reports of GPS jamming issues reported by
operators in the vicinity of the North/South Korean border. SFAR79 prevents US operators from operating
west of 132E, other Authorities restrict operations east of that line. [Read full country information]
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